
Meteorologist Green Screen Project Guidelines

Step 1: Decide what kind of forecast you would like to produce
There are a variety of types of weather forecasts that you could produce. You can create a 5 
day weather forecast, 7 day weather forecast, current day's forecast as well as use graphics for 
map projections and almanac type information.

Include your students in the decision of what type of production you would ike to create. Then, 
determine the elements of your weather forecast production to get an idea of the graphics and 
information elements you will need for your production. Here is a list of typical elements of a 
typical weather forecast:

- 5 Day Weather forecast
- 7 Day weather forecast
- Today's weather
- Weather Almanac
- Local Map Weather Projections

Step 2: Storyboard ideas - decide how to present the information in a weather report/forecast.  
The most beneficial format for storyboarding is to write each scene, graphic, or title by itself, and 
then later put them in the order they will appear in the finished video.  

• Begin gathering special effects props to use for the taping sessions (from home or 
school).  Creative props might include umbrellas, winter wear, a fan for wind, snowflake 
cutouts, etc. 

Step 3: Write script - The script should include details for the person using the camera, 
information for the director, directions for using props, as well as the written script for the 
weather reporter to follow. 

Step 4: Rehearse scripts, as well as the use of the props.  Complete creation of your weather map.   
You can use this resource to make a digital copy: 
http://mapmaker.nationalgeographic.org/?ls=000000000000 

Your weather map must include the following: 

1.  Three fronts 
2. Temperatures  
3.  Weather symbols for precipitation and/or storms 
4.  Wind barbs describing the direction, motion, and speed of the wind 
5. High and low pressure systems 

Step 5: We Film. 

http://mapmaker.nationalgeographic.org/?ls=000000000000


Meteorologist Green Screen Project Guidelines

Rubric- (2 Test Grades) 

Weather Map: (30 points) 
• Includes three fronts with correct symbols and where appropriate.   
• Temperatures correlate with weather fronts 
•  Includes weather condition symbols.   
• Powerpoint presentation easy to follow 

Script: (15 points) 
• Proper format 
• Correct grammar, spelling, and punctuation 
• Neat and organized 

Weather Forecast: (40 points) 
• Introduction is appropriate and concise, grabs audiences attention 
• On-site reporting is accurate and concise.  Provides safety information for chosen 

weather condition.   
• National and local weather is appropriate and concise.  Reports weather for major cities 

and local area.  Provides 5-day forecast for local area.   
• Uses Imovie 
• Conclusion appropriate and concise.   

Group Work: (15 points) 
• Group worked together and used good communication skills. 
• Each person in group contributed and participated in project and presentation. 


